ABSTRACT This paper proposes a technique for scalable to lossless audio compression. The scheme presented is perceptually scalable and also provides for lossless compression. It produces smooth objective scalability, in terms of SegSNR. from lossy to lossless compression. The proposal is built around the Perceptual SPIHT algorithm, which is a modification of the SPIHT algorithm and is introduced in this paper. Both objective and subjective results are reported and demonstrate both perceptual and objective measure scalability. The subjective results indicate that the proposed method performs comparably with the MPffi-4 AAC coder at 16, 32 and 64 kbps, yet also achieves a scalable-to-lossless architecture.
INTRODUCTION
Lossless audio coding has typically been approached from a signal modeling perspective [1], [2] , [3] . The signal is typically modeled using a linear predictor (either FIR or IIR) [Z]. The linear predictor decorrelates the audio samples in the time domain and reduces the signal energy requiring coding [I] . The compression ratio of such coders typically depends on the nature of the audio signal being coded with typical values ranging between 1.4 and 5.3 [I] .
Scalable audio compression has also k e n approached from a signal modeling viewpoint. Recent scalable coding schemes, such as the one described in [4] , use a composite signal model built on an appropriate combination of Sinusoids, Transients and Noise (STN).
With the increased bandwidth availability in current and future cellular systems, compression schemes that combine both scalability and lossless compression are of interest and potential use. For example, MPEG have started a process of standardization for such a scheme [5] . In this paper, we present a scalable audio coder that allows fine granular scalability (bit-by-bit) as well as competitive compression ratios at the lossless level. The compression scheme is built around transform coding of audio, similar to [61. In particular, a modified version of the Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) algorithm [7] is used to allow scalability as well ils perfect reconstruction. Originally, SPIHT was proposed for image compression, but with a number of modifications it can also be used for audio compression. Our new proposal is named Percep tual SPIHT (PSPIHT). The use of PSPIHT and SPIHT allows the coder to quantize the transform coefficients in such a manner that only the input audio segment's statistics are required this avoids the design of dedicated entropy code books. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the different components of the proposed scalable-to-lossless scheme. Section 3 gives a brief outline of the SPIHT algorithm as well as a complete algorithmic description of PSPIHT. Section 4 presents the lossless and scalable-to-lossless results, and Section 5 provides a brief conclusion.
THE SCALABLE TO LOSSLESS SCHEME
The structure of the coder proposed in this paper is depicted in Fig.  1 , It consists of the combination of the lossy coder presented in 181, which is based on the Modulated Lapped Transform (MLT) and SPIHT, and a lossless coder for transmitting the error generated by the lossy part. The lossy part is given by the right half of the structure in Fig. 1 , and the error coding takes place in the left half. Both parts of the coder are based on the SPIHT algorithm and here we concentrate on the lossy part of the structure, referred to as . .
MLT-PSPIHT.
Referrine to Fie.1. the inout sienal is transformed usine a . I floating pin; MLT.-The transform coefficients are then encoded using PSPIHT, and the bitstream (bstl) transmitted to the decoder. Bitstream bstl is further divided into bstla and bstlb by PSPIHT. This sub-division aims to separate perceptually significant coefficients from perceptually insignificant coefficients such that bstla contains the perceptually significant coefficients and can thus be transmitted prior to bstlb. The encoded bstl is decoded (still at the encoder) and the synthesized audio is then subtracted from the original audio to obtain the output error. Here integer operations are used, such that the error output is integer with a dynamic range typically less than that of the original integer signal. The time-domain error signal is then encoded into bitstream bst2. using SPIHT. At the decoder, both bitstreams are received as one global bitstream, with bstl contributing the first part of the total bitstream. Tne decoder may decode this transform coefficient bitstream at any rate desired if b s t l is exhausted, the decoder recognizes that the remaining bitstream represents the time-domain C H U~ signal, which it reconstructs and adds to the synthesized signal. Fig. I highlights that the main components of the compression scheme proposed are PSPIHT and SPIHT. As PSPIHT is a new modification of SPIHT, the next section deals primarily with this algorithm.
THE PSPIHT ALGORITHM
PSPIHT is a modification of SPIHT [71 operating in the frequency domain rather than a scale domain. It allows the transmission of perceptually significant coefficients ahead of perceptually insignificant coefficients whilst quantizing both coefficient sets with equal resolution. Such an algorithm maintains the potential for lossless synthesis since energy significant spectral components (that are perceptually insignificant) are not distorted more than percepfually significant spectral components. vpr is a binary vector with perceptual significance information for the sub-band coefficients i.e., if vPe(n) = 1 then coefficient n is perceptually significant, otherwise it is perceptually insignificant. 2. LPISP is a list of perceptually insignificant, but energy significant coefficients i.e., LPISP contains pointers to coefficients that are significant in terms of energy (or magnitude) but lie in spectral bands that contain other more significant coefficients which have masked them. 3. Finally, we denote the perceptually significant component of bstl as bstla and the perceptually insignificant component as bstlb. Fixed limits can be set for the sizes of bstla and bstlb.
The complete algorithm is listed below. Here, the original matrix notation of SPIHT has been dropped in favour of vector notation which is more applicable to audio signals. The offspring of a coefficient are determined according to the following equation, where N is the number of offspring used In our case, N = 4 is chosen. This method of choosing the offspring does not provide the same type of parent-offspring behaviour seen in wavelet based hierarchical trees, however in practice we have found it to be a good choice for MLT based coding.
In the sorting pass, the energy significance test is maintained as the first test. Sorting bits are sent to bstla until an energy sig-
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Illnificant coefficient is encountered. This coefficient is then tested for perceptual significance by checking the corresponding e n y in up=. If the coefficient is found to be significant (and bstla is not full), the sign bit and further refinement bits are sent to bstla, otherwise these bits are sent tu bstlb. The perceptual significance test is only applied to individual coefficients and not to whole sets as in the case of the energy significance.test. The same process is followed at the decoder which obtains the test results (the sorting information). sign bits and significant bits from the bitsueam. Note that the major task of the algorithm is to m g e the generated bitstream so that it reflects perceptual significance, allowing more perceptually accurate synthesis at lower rates. Some extra overhead is encountered in the bitstream formatting as a pointer must also be transmitted indicating the length of bstla. This is necessary fur the decoder to be able to divide the total bitstream correctly and to allow bstla to be less than its hard-coded maximum length, if the signal contains fewer significant components than expected. Although the listed algorithm outputs perceptual significance information it does so only for energy significant components and, even then, only when there is space in bstla. Hence, it would be rare to encounter a situation where all of vpe is transmitted.
Algorithm PSPJHT: 1) Initialization: output n = Llogz(maz;Ic;1)J; set the LSP as an empty list. and add the cwrdinates (e) E H to the LIP. and only those with descendants also to the LIS. as type A entries. Set LPISP as an empty set.
I) for each entry i in the LIP do:
2 ) Sorting Pass:
If bstla is not full 
RESULTS
Objective and subjective results are presented in this section. The objective results illustrate the objective scalability of the coder and the lossless compression performance of the proposed scheme.
The subjective results compare the lossy pm of the proposed scheme to the MPEG-4 AAC coder at 16, 32 and 64 kbps. The synthesized audio of PSPIHT based schemes at these rates is also compared subjectively to illustrate the subjective scalability. The implementation used to obtain the presented results limits bstl to 96 kbps, and bstla to 64 kbps. The MLT coefficients are quantized using an 18 bit uniform quantizer. The test material used is listed in Table 1 . Fig. 2 shows the Segmental Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SegSNR) for test file XI. The objective scalability of the proposed scheme is clear from the figure. It is notable that a knee point begins to appear at around the 96 kbps mark (which is the limit set for bstl) and that the rate of increase in SegSNR is greatest for bit rates below 64 kbps. However, the results shown must be put in perspective. In Fig. 2 , the results shown for bit rates above 96 kbps are for frames that have not been perfectly reconstructed, the number of which decreases with increasing bit rate. Table 2 lists the lossless compression results for the proposed scheme. The mean compression ratio obtained across all of the test material was 2.29. with the greatest compression obtained when harmonic signals (such as x2) are coded. The state of the art Iossless compression algorithms produce compression ratios that vary, Table 2 shows that the proposed lossless compression scheme's performance is competitive with the state of the aR. The advantage of the proposed scheme is the ability to recover both a lossy and lossless representation of the original signal from the same bit stream, depending on bandwidth availability.
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Subjective Results
Listening tests have been conducted tu compare the proposed scheme to the MPEG-4 AAC coder so as tu obtain an idea of the perceptual scalability of the MLT-PSPIHT scheme. A total of 39 subjects were asked to listen to two differently coded versions of the same sound (labelled A and B) and indicate which version was more preferable. A scale of 1 tu 5 was used as shown in Table 3 . The cumpaison tests involved comparing the AAC coder and the PSPIHT coder at 16,32 and 64 kbps. The PSPIHT coder at lower rates has also been tested against the PSPIHT coder at higher rates. Specifically, the PSPIHT coder at 16 kbps was compared to the PSPIHT coder at 32 kbps and the latter compared to the PSPIHT coder at 64 kbps.
The mean scores for all the comparisons have been obtained as well as the differences between the mean scores and the value 3. Fig. 3 shows the results with their 95% confidence intervals. In the results shown in Fig. 3 used point plotted is below zero indicating that, on average, the AAC coder is better than the PSPIHT coder (both at I 6 kbps) within the shown 95% confidence interval.
The subjective results shown in Fig. 3 clearly show the perceptual scalability of the MLT-PSPIHT scheme. There is a distinct difference between coding at 16 and 32 kbps. and a clear (although reduced) difference between 32 and 64 kbps. The comparison between the AAC and the MLT-PSPIHT coder shows that both coders perform quite similarly at 16 and 32 kbps (with 95% confidence). The AAC outperforms the MLT-PSPIHT scheme at 64 kbps by a margin of 0.49 indicating a small overall difference in quality. However, the AAC coder has been used as a fixed rate coder for the given rates and does not allow for any bit rate scalability. The MLT-PSPIHT coder, on the other hand, produces an embedded bitstream that is bit-by-bit scalable and can be easily adapted, in a transcoding stage, to any bit rate requirement by simply leaving out parts of the encoded bitstream. For example, a 64 kbps bitstream can be turned into a 32 kbps one by removing the second halves of the sets of bits belonging to the various transform blocks. Moreover, the complete MLT-PSPIHT coder of 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a scalable to lossless compression scheme. It is based on the PSPlHT and SPIHT algorithms as well as the MLT. The PSPIHT algorithm is a modified version of the SPIHT algorithm that allows the transmission of perceptually significant coefficients prior to perceptually insignificant ones. 
